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IS IT “DIFFERENT THIS TIME” 

FOR VOLATILITY GOING INTO 

2018? 
 

VOLATILITY SUMMARY 

I came across this phenomenal paragraph while reading the book The Quants by Scott 

Patterson recently: 

 

The exact man tasked with cleaning up the biggest mess in generations, and who 

specifically studied financial instability, had no idea what was ahead for him, and 

furthermore, thought the opposite was in store forever. Fed chairs’ crystal balls are 

notorious for being broken. 

One point (there are many) to be taken from this is that volatility is extremely low 

when “experts” have some of the worst preconceived notions about the future of 

markets. And the consensus lately, at least from what I have heard, goes something 

like this:  

“We expect continued low volatility and a grind higher in the stock market due to the 

economic impact of the tax bill and global synchronized growth in concert with a 

goldilocks central bank rate environment.” Some hedge that bullishness with, “the 

second half of the year could be more challenging” or “the market may top out in the 

first half of 2018”.  

The only reason I like to take note of these predictions is to get a good laugh later as I 

post them on twitter. No one calls these pundits to the carpet, they will just return and 

blow more predictions next December.  

So, there will be no predictions made here. The possibility that something unforeseen 

rattles the markets is certainly out there, like it always might be.  

Many folks had this idea entering 2017, “The Fed is kidding themselves that they will 

raise rates three times, and if they don’t, that means something went wrong with the 
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economy. And if they do, higher rates will put a cap on equity prices.” What a hoot, wrong x wrong = wrong squared. 

Here is more comedy, something you hear all the time, “We expect there to finally be the long-awaited correction but that will 

certainly be a buying opportunity.” This omnipresent pundit is so far removed from what a correction feels like it’s as if he’s drunk on 

the market. The reason why corrections occur is that everyone usually looks at each other for answers as to why the market is going 

down and they don’t know when it’s going to stop. And at present valuations, who knows at what price that would be. Drawdowns 

are scary to many folks, that’s why they sell, they don’t know what is really going on. But it is that kind of bravado, a willingness to 

buy any dip that is contributing to the non-dip environment. They buy because they just can’t wait for the dip to actually happen, 

and when it really comes, they will be selling, you know it! 

One thing we do know, is that historical data shows that low volatility times tend to cluster for a while. We also know that China is 

probably going to tighten the reins over there, with regard to an overheating financial sector. The new saying should be, “when 

China catches a cold, the U.S. stock market takes notice.” This is a possible threat, and may be contributing to European and Asian 

markets standing aside since mid-November as they catch a whiff of what’s coming: 

 

Option and Volatility Pricing in the S&P 500 

It is usually common for puts on the S&P 500 to have higher implied volatility than calls. There main reason is that the market falls 

faster than it rises, and it is negatively skewed – the large moves happen to the downside. Well, another reason to throw those old 

trading and CFA textbooks in the rubbish, here is the new-timey volatility surface: 

 

This grid displays option prices on SPY for the standard January expiration on the 19th. The calls on the left have an implied volatility 

that is significantly higher than the puts, like 30% higher. I can honestly say that I cannot recall seeing a situation like this; I’m sure it 

has happened, but this extreme bullish sentiment personified. 
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This is not a one-month phenomenon either. The difference gets wider in February and continues in March and beyond. The 

message from the market is very simple, folks love the long side and are demanding calls with a disregard for downside hedges. 

Bitcoin Volatility 

I suppose you can’t have a volatility letter without a mention of everyone’s favorite multilayer scam, bitcoin. While we wait patiently 

to reap the benefits of high implied volatility in bitcoin futures options and ETF options (most likely the ETFs will hold bitcoin 

futures), we can take a look at what those options might look like. 

 

Here is a look at option pricing as seen on Deribit, an Netherlands based bitcoin futures and options exchange. Implied volatility for 

March options are 140, and the closer expirations are higher. Just to give you a rough idea what that actually means, an at-the-

money option 90 days out is about $5k against the bitcoin price of $17k. To make money holding the option, bitcoin would have to 

fall below $12,000, or 30%. Just a bad day for bitcoin, am I right? 

A Note on Volatility Futures and ETNs: 

VXX and all the long vol exchange traded notes are now holding 100% of January’s VIX future and have just started rolling into 

February. January is already 11.4, not dissimilar to the price when the November vix future opened on October 20th.  The January vix 

future is impacted not only by three holidays, but also the start of earnings season, which has exhibited extremely low volatility in 

2017. One minor visible threat to market peace could be some selling related to the start of a new year, as those with huge gains in 

stocks put off paying Uncle Sam for another year. It goes without saying that being short volatility has asymmetric risk for the 

meager return it could generate at these prices.  

Charts of Interest: 

Leveraged ETFs have record long exposure, which mirrors the sentiment involving extremely low cash levels in retail accounts, 

mutual funds and pension funds. Almost everyone is long: 
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The Dow set a record for the number of new highs in 2017: 

 

While at the same time set records for the lack of a drawdown: 
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The Vix set a new record for the lowest settlement price today, 8.75. The vix settlement index chart going back to 2004, a chart of 

monthly vix closing prices on vixpiration: 

 

 

Volatility Trades: 

With no real interesting opportunities in volatility ETFs, let’s revisit the excess call premium in SPY and see if we can take advantage 

of that. I submit a January 19th SPY butterfly spread: 

Long SPY $267 Jan 19th call 

Short 2 SPY $270 Jan 19th calls 

Long Spy $273 Jan 19th call 

Net debit/cost = $.76 

Ok, this is a slow trade for slow markets. A casual grind higher over the next month will treat this nicely, and if there’s a shock in the 

short-term, it won’t sting as bad as some other trade structures. The idea here is that a drift up to 270 on SPY from 267 now would 

represent a 1% move higher in the underlying. Ideally, SPY is sitting near 270 with about 10 days to expiration, right as earning 

season starts, and this could easily fetch $1.20.  
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Relevant charts on SPX returns and volatility frequency: 
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SPX Volatility Distribution: 

 

 

VIX Charts: 

Two-year VIX chart: 
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Five-year chart: 

 

Over the last five years, VIX spikes over 20 were a regular occurrence. The question is not if but when and, in all likelihood, it will 

require something unexpected. Recurring events that used to rattle the market, like many on this chart, have little to no effect once 

the market has successfully navigated them without doing major damage. 
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Volatility Landscape – Volatility Indices and Exchange Traded Products: 

 

VIX – 30-day SPX implied option volatility 

VVIX – implied volatility in VIX options 

VXST – 9 Day SPX implied volatility 

VXV – 90 Day SPX IV  

VXN – NDX – Nasdaq 100 IV 

RVX – Russell 2000 IV 

VXD- Dow Industrials IV 

VXEEM – Emerging Market - $EEM – IV 

GVX – Gold (GLD) IV 

OVX – Oil (USO) IV 

TYVIX – U.S. Treasury (TLT) IV 

EUVIX – Euro currency (FXE) IV 

VXX – Short-term rolling VIX Futures ETP 

XIV – Short-term inverse VIX Futures ETP 

SVXY – Short-term inverse VIX Futures ETP  
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UVXY/TVIX – 2x leveraged short-term VIX Futures ETP 

VXZ/ZIV – Long/Short Mid-term VIX futures ETP 

VXAPL/VXGOG/VXAZN – Apple, Google, Amazon 30-day implied volatility 

SPYIX – SPY ETF 30-day implied volatility 

EVIX/EXIV – Long and short Euro VIX futures ETNs 

 

VOLATILITY FUTURES CURVE 

VIX Futures Curve: 

 

 

New Volatility ETNs – Eurostoxx 50 VIX Short-term Futures:  

Two new ETNs launched this year, EVIX and EXIV. EVIX and EXIV are similar to VXX and XIV – they roll the front month future into the 

next month. The volatility futures they are based on are the VStoxx Euro VIX futures. EVIX is long, owning the front month and rolling 

into the second month whereas the EXIV is short the front then when rolling is short the back month. Looking at the VStoxx volatility 

futures, the futures curve is much higher than the SPX/VIX volatility curve, and therefore may yield a better opportunity: 
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VSTOXX (EUROSTOCKS 50 VIX) Futures: 

 

Holdings of this index are here: https://us.spdrs.com/en/etf/spdr-euro-stoxx-50-etf-FEZ?fundSeoName=spdr-euro-stoxx-50-etf-FEZ 

Prospectus is here: http://www.velocitysharesetns.com/evix 

VIX Future and Options Expiration Schedule: 

 

The VXX has the current weightings in the May/June contracts: 

https://us.spdrs.com/en/etf/spdr-euro-stoxx-50-etf-FEZ?fundSeoName=spdr-euro-stoxx-50-etf-FEZ
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Two-year Chart of the Front Month VIX Futures Contract: 
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VOLATILITY TRADES 

Trade History: 

 

November trades: 

I am using declining volatility now to open positions that are very inexpensive. Here is a modified version of the SPX put calendar 

that performed marvelously last week: 

Long SPX put calendar spread: 

Sell standard SPX December expiration (Friday AM settle)  

Sell December 15th SPX 2590 put 

Buy Dec 20th SPX 2590 put 

Net debit/cost = 2.15.  
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In November, we sold the options expiration (OPEX) Friday morning options (standard monthly expiration) and owned the Friday 

after Thanksgiving options. The spread increased from 2.60 at the open of the trade, to 4.10 to close suggestion in the trade alert, to 

4.60+ the next day.  

Think of the dollars as SPX points; in this trade we are owning the entire downside on SPX below 2590 as of 9:30 am on December 

15th until the close on Wednesday December 20th, four full trading days, for only 2.15 SPX points (the cost of the trade). Our 

November spread owned 4.5 trading days, Friday through Wednesday plus the half day Friday. To get this spread for .50 cheaper is a 

great deal. It would not surprise me if we could exceed $4 in closing this spread.  

UVXY Call Calendar Spread: 

Sell Jan $14 call 

Buy Feb $14 call 

Net debit/cost = .93 

This spread is 28 days wide and the December UVXY call at the $14 strike is trading for $1.50. And that is December, with an 

embedded volatility discount. The point here is that if UVXY can hang around its current price, this spread should go from .95 to 

nearly 1.50 at expiration.  

The immediate question in your mind is probably: “Uvxy falls almost every day. What makes you think that it won’t be $9 by January 

expiration?” 

Fair enough, let’s break down UVXY. It is currently holding December with 28 days to expiration and it’s 11.55 already. January is 

20% of UVXY and it’s 12.90 already. Let’s assume the world is risk free from now until Christmas. That could result in the Dec future 

eroding to about 10 and Jan will erode to 11.50 or so.  That’s about $1.50 off both contracts, which would knock roughly 10% of a 

weighted average of the two contracts in UVXY. This is a perfectly vol-less world in the assumption (not likely). UVXY less 20% (it’s 2x 

the futures losses) = $13.50 x .80 = 10.8. Under this scenario, where all of the volatility is sucked out of January before it even starts 

would still get you probably a $1 for this pair. And if you get selling in late December or early January, the upside is closer to 1.50-2. 

Volatility Trade – Nov 3rd 
 
Sell SPX Nov17th $2570 put (NOT SPXW NOV 17, Standard NOV 17th) 
Buy SPX Nov 24th $2570 put 
 
Net debit/cost = $2.60 
 
This is a staple. The idea here is to buy 8 days of downside in the SPX for less than 3 SPX points, or $3. In this case, we sell the November 
17th put which ceases to trade on the 16th at 4:15pm which is an oddity in the way SPX options trade.  
 
They have weeklies for every Friday now, including the main expiration which is the 3rd Friday of every month. But they still keep these 
Thursday options during OPEX week and they are the most heavily traded issue each month. You can actually sell the Thursday option 
(settles 9:30am Friday's open) every month and own the Friday PM option in what amounts to be a 6.5-hour spread, one full trading day.  
 
(I'm digressing here, but you could buy an SPX Nov17/Nov17pm spread at $2570 for .40, and then hope the market opens above 2570 then 
tanks. (I know, hilarious thought, the market falling on a Friday) But if it did, you would make a small fortune with almost no risk. 
Anyway....) 
 
(Also, don't forget that SPX options receive special tax treatment over SPY, the section 1256 futures and index 60% long-term/40% short-
term gains tax. Add that to the 10-1 ratio of this to SPY and you also save commissions per contact. Are you sick of the winning yet?) 
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Furthermore, since this is a "volatility" trade, a rise in implied volatility, all things remaining equal, is very positive for the spread. And with 
volatility so low in these options, there is almost mathematically no implied vol that can leak out, being that they are priced at an IV of less 
than 7! 
 
Here is the P/L chart, email me with any questions. I was filled at 2.60 today. 
 

Volatility Trade – Oct 31st: 

Some very nice opportunities developing at uber-low vol, if we prepare for an uptick in volatility before year end. Here is one very 

inexpensive way to capture some decay and a possible uptick in volatility as earnings season comes to an end: 

UVXY Call calendar spread: 

Sell $16 UVXY Nov 17th Call 

Buy $16 UVXY Nov 24th Call 

Net debit/cost = .26 

I filled at this price today. This Friday the $16s are .27 cents, so you are getting a few free days with this trade on top of a possible 

uptick in volatility during the opex week of the 17th.  

There will be more especially as the Nov future reaches 11.  

 

Volatility Trades- Oct 11th: 

I’m going to insert a new wrinkle (broken butterfly) while at the same time going back to the well on a standard trade we’ve done 

several times. 

UVXY Broken Butterfly Spread: 

Long OCT 27th $17 call 

Short OCT 27th $19 call 

Long OCT 27th 21.5 call 

Net debit/cost = .27 

This trade is a low risk way to express the view that volatility futures have fallen as much as they reasonably can for the next couple 

weeks. A slight uptick in the futures toward the end of the month and this trade could be a big winner. November VIX futures are 

already 12.2 with 35 days to expiration. Realistically, it can’t go much lower in the near future. In July, the front month hovered in 

the mid 11s during earnings season, and that was unprecedented. I’m going to target .50-70 for this trade.  
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UVXY Call Calendar Spread: 

Sell UVXY NOV $18 call 

Buy UVXY DEC $18 call 

Net debit/cost = $1.20 

The premise here is the same as the above trade, that volatility is about a suppressed as it’s going to get. Furthermore, you  might 

get some anxiety over potential inaction in D.C. We will target $2.00 for this trade, but in the past, these trades have easily been 

harvested for more. The risk in the trade is again very low with volatility so low. 

 

 

August 2nd Volatility Trade: 

SVXY Put Calendar spread: 

Short Sep $85 put 
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Long Dec $85 put 

Net debit/cost: $5.60 

Once again, we are going further out in time to capture the decay in the front month while waiting for volatility expansion. The 

combination will work best if volatility picks up as we enter the second week of September, so there is little need for adjustment for 

the next month, but if volatility expands we have the option to close the trade for a nice profit. Target at 30%-50% profit on this 

trade, with the risk being far less than that. The short option with 44 days to expiration is around 4.50, while the long option with 

135 days to expiration is $10. That means that you are essentially long December with 90 days (135-44) for slightly more than the 

cost of 44 days. It would be nearly impossible to be left with the $85 put in December for less than the cost of the trade. 
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July 24th Volatility Trade: 

SPX Put vertical spread: 

Long SPX Aug 18th put at $2470 

Short SPX Aug 18th put at $2420 

Net debit/cost = $8.40 
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This trade is so simple that it needs little explanation. The risk/reward is $8.40 debit versus a $50 potential return, that’s 6-1. An 

increase in volatility also boosts the spread value. I would close this for $12-15 unless some unforeseen event occurred where it 

could be harvested for more. It would take less than a 1% down day to achieve the targeted return. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 11th Volatility Trade:    

Long UVXY call calendar spread: 

Short UVXY $12 Aug call 

Long UVXY $12 Sep call 

Net debit/cost = .55 
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This is another terrific way to combine near term decay with longer term expectations for higher volatility. The idea is that if the 

earnings season is quiet, our short call evaporates, but we hold longer term long volatility in the September call. Our target for this 

trade is 50%, or about .75-.80. A spike in volatility will also help this trade, as implied volatility rises more in the longer dated call, 

which we are long. Flat to declining volatility would mean a smaller profit than our current target, but the odds of a loss on this trade 

are minimal. Take a look at the P/L graph for this trade: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 7th: 

Long SVXY $140 put calendar 

Short Aug $140 Put 

Long Sept $140 Put 

Net debit/cost = $3.15 
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June 21st :  

Long SVXY $100 put calendar hedge 

Short Aug $100 Put  

Long Sep $100 put 

Net debit/cost = .95 

June 14th: 

Long SVXY $150 calendar put spread 

Short July 7th $150 put 

Long July 14th $150 put 

Net debit/cost = $1.17 

 

June 7th Volatility Trade: 

1. Long EXIV at $27 and looking to add more near $29. 

2. Long VXX Call Calendar Spread 

Sell to open August $13 VXX call 

Buy to open September $13 VXX call 

Net debit/cost = .30 

This is just a fabulous trade. Even in low volatility environments there are opportunities, and no doubt this is one of them, as it has 

so many things going for it. First of all, it is short a summer month and long September, which means that volatility usually stays bid 

in September as that month has so many historical associations with crashes and traders returning from the summer to clean out 

stuff that has drifted higher when nobody was paying attention. Secondly, it’s price is stunningly low. With the VXX at $13.4, look at 

the prices for June 30th calls only 23 days out: 
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If VXX just kept falling .5% per trading day, it wouldn’t matter. VXX calls trading $1.50 above current price with 23 days to expiration 

are .45c, let along the ones at the money ($13.5) that are .75. There is so much room for error in this trade. If we got a big volatility 

spike in the short-term, you could just sit there, assess the reason, and add to this or do nothing for two months. I’m putting a price 

target of .50 on this trade, but it certainly could yield more if volatility creeps into the market in August. Lastly, this trade would 

additionally benefit from an increase in implied volatility. 

P/L Chart: 

 

 

 

 

May 31st Volatility Trade 

Due to the higher volatility priced into Fed meeting week’s options, I am going back to an SVXY put calendar spread. I am setting this 

spread at the $145 strike price. This would be the ideal strike if the volatility in the VIX futures rose about 5% the week of the 16th, 

and thus the SVXY fell 5%. That would roughly imply the June VIX future being around 12.60. Considering this is not much of a rise in 

volatility, the risk to this trade would be a broad-based sell off during that week, whereby SVXY would fall through the strikes and we 

would have to close for .50-.70. If volatility remained where it currently sits or fell a little, we can reasonably expect to get $1.50-

2.00 for this pair.  

SVXY Put Calendar Spread: 
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Sell to open June 16th $145 put 

Buy to open June 23rd $145 put 

Net debit/cost = $1.15 still open. 

P/L Diagram: 

 

 

 

 

May 23rd Volatility Trade 

The premise for this trade was eluded to above. With the SPY going ex-dividend on June 16th, the combination of selling puts in that 

week and buying puts the following week can yield some impressive returns, due to the market pricing in a drop of over $1 into the 

SPY puts expiring on June 16th. The SPY will frequently trade with a few point premium to the SPX into the event, and then fall by less 

than the full amount of the dividend. On that date or closely before the Friday morning when the SPY trades ex-dividend, the spread 

will widen out.  

Due to the low price of the spread, the risk of loss is further minimized. But a large move outside the current range is the biggest 

threat. Chopping along in this range could easily yield 30-50% returns, yet a drop in the broad market closer to the 16th would 

generally cause historic low implied volatility to rise, and thus would the value of the spread. I’ve seen a .30 debit to open be closed 

for .70-1.00. That is not likely without a volatility shift, but it’s possible. 

The plan would be to exit as soon as it reaches .50 or by June 15th. 
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SPY Put Calendar Spread  

Sell June 16th SPY $239 Put for $1.99 

Buy June 23rd SPY $239 Put for $2.30 

Net debit/cost = .31 -Still open and added some at .25 and .22 at higher strikes. 

 

Profit and Loss Diagram: 

 

Calendar Spread – a trade involving a pair of options, one long and one short, generally due to margin requirements the short option 

is the nearest to expiration. The advantages of this type of trade are numerous: to take advantage of significant differences in 

implied volatility (essentially relative pricing), accelerated decay in the nearer option, the ability to get long vega (volatility) with less 

risk, express a viewpoint related to a market event (Fed meeting, European election, ex-dividend date, debt ceiling, major credit 

event, etc.), market direction speculation, and more. 
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May 17th Volatility Trade: 

The idea for this week’s trade is to anticipate a fall in volatility, but not until the market chops around with some uncertainty during 

the short term, maybe 2-4 weeks. If we are wrong and volatility falls immediately, this will work nicely as well. Essentially, we want 

to add a cushion in case markets remain cautious and continue to fall and thus bid volatility higher for a while.  For this we will use 

the options on the SVXY –  the inverse short-term volatility futures ETN: 

SVXY June 16th / September 15th call calendar spread: 

Sell SVXY June 16th $150 strike call for $2.70 

Buy SVXY Sep 15th $150 strike call for $10.40 

Net debit/cost = $7.70 Now pricing $9.20, 20% profit. 

The plan is to let the short calls burn off as the market chops around or falls, but if we get a sharp decrease in volatility, I would let 

the trade go quickly with a nice profit. Envision the short calls buying you time for the long calls to work. 

Calendar Spread – a trade involving a pair of options, one long and one short, generally due to margin requirements the short option 

is the nearest to expiration. The advantages of this type of trade are numerous: to take advantage of significant differences in 

implied volatility (essentially relative pricing), accelerated decay in the nearer option, the ability to get long vega (volatility) with less 

risk, express a viewpoint related to a market event (Fed meeting, European election, ex-dividend date, debt ceiling, major credit 

event, etc.), market direction speculation, and more. 
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May 9th Volatility Trade: 

SPY Put Calendar: 

Sell SPY $239 strike May 19th put for .97 

Buy SPY $239 strike May 26th put for $1.28 

Net debit/cost = $.31 closed for .54, 60% profit. 

I’m going to keep the analysis on this quite simple. Take a look at the following option chain, the prices of SPY calendar pairs for this 

week/next week, and the pair that I am going to trade above: 

 

These pairs expiring this week at $239 can be sold for .48-.50 cents now. We are buying them for .31 one week into the future. There 

is a range of outcomes within SPY $237 to $241 where this trade will be a winner. This is at near record low volatility, so because 

they are calendar trade pairs that are long volatility, they will benefit from a rise in the VIX. The longer dated long options rise more 

than the shorter dated options when the VIX rises, that is a big key to long vega calendar trades. 

You can choose to buy them above today’s SPY price or below if you have a view on market direction as well. These days, turning .31 

into .40-.50 is one heck of a return in seven days. I prefer to pair this with a long or short emini S&P future in case I feel that SPY is 

going to leave the range significantly. 

The risk to this trade is a large move in the SPY higher or lower, but considering that we’ve spent two weeks at the same price, that 

appears unlikely without new events disturbing market inertia. 

Calendar Spread – a trade involving a pair of options, one long and one short, generally due to margin requirements the short option 

is the nearest to expiration. The advantages of this type of trade are numerous: to take advantage of significant differences in 

implied volatility (essentially relative pricing), accelerated decay in the nearer option, the ability to get long vega (volatility) with less 

risk, express a viewpoint related to a market event (Fed meeting, European election, ex-dividend date, debt ceiling, major credit 

event, etc.), market direction speculation, and more. 

May 2nd WEEK’S TRADE: 

SVXY is the inverse VIX front month futures volatility ETP. What makes this superior to XIV is that is has listed options. And while the 

options listed here are not as liquid as those in VXX, it is has shown to be very fair in filling trades near the midpoint, and often gives 

better prices than VXX. Furthermore, you trade far less contracts in SVXY than VXX due to the vast disparity in price, and that 

means substantial savings in commissions. 
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One way to wait for implied volatility to rise while not suffering from time decay is an SVXY put calendar spread: 

Calendar Spread – a trade involving a pair of options, one long and one short, generally due to margin requirements the short 

option is the nearest to expiration. The advantages of this type of trade are numerous: to take advantage of significant 

differences in implied volatility (essentially relative pricing), accelerated decay in the nearer option, the ability to get long vega 

(volatility) with less risk, express a viewpoint related to a market event (Fed meeting, European election, ex-dividend date, debt 

ceiling, major credit event, etc.), market direction speculation, and more. 

The trade: 

Sell to open (short) -  SVXY $140 May 12th put for $1.60 

Buy to open (long) – SVXY $140 May 19th put for $2.80 

Net debit/cost - $1.20 Closed for $1.55, 30% profit 

(prices are approximate, but I filled this trade for the debit implied) 

 

Constant Volatility Profit and Loss Diagram: 

 

This is how this trade would perform under current volatility conditions. The blue line is estimated profit at the expiration of the 

short put on May 12th. The purple line is estimated profit on May 6th, well before expiration. This shows that a rise in VIX futures and 

thus a decline in SVXY would have substantial profit potential. Yet, if volatility rises in these options, the profit chart rises 

significantly, which is what would happen if VIX futures started rising: 
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As you can see, more volatility, as expressed in 5% increments by the colored lines, translates into much higher profit on this trade. 

And that is exactly what would happen if SVXY fell, the put option volatility would rise from extreme low levels.  

So, this trade has multiple benefits- it’s long VIX futures volatility, it’s long market volatility, and the trade structure benefits from a 

rise in volatility. (calendar spreads are long vega trades) And if SVXY doesn’t move, it will still turn a profit. It is a terrific way to 

express a view on future higher volatility without taking on the risk on being long naked calls in volatility ETPs like VXX. 

VOLATILITY OBSERVATIONS 

VIX Expiration Historical Returns: 

Since August of 2013, I’ve recorded the return of the S&P 500 the day before and the day of VIX settlement. It quickly became 

obvious that there was a bullish bias in the market during those days. I also believe (without concrete evidence as yet) that the 

Monday before “vixpiration” also has a bullish bias. I present the observations below. This may provide trading opportunities, 

whether it be to short volatility into vixpiration (and also options expiration), but also may prove to be a caveat to those who 

consider shorting the market or going long volatility on these days: 
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Volatility Wave (we are at day 28): 

Volatility is prone to seasonality, and not only during different times of the year. It also demonstrates patterns inside the options 

expiration cycle. The options expiration cycle begins after the third Friday of every month, when major option positions in indices, 

ETFs, and stocks expire. There is a tendency for volatility to fall into options expiration and continue to be subdued the following 

week. This chart demonstrates the historical wave of volatility, mean and median, during the three May-July option expiration 

cycles: 

S&P 500 VIX 

Expiration 

Day Return

date

Day Prior to 

Vix 

Expiration

Two day 

total 

return

mean 0.34% 0.15% 0.49%

median 0.20% 0.12% 0.39%

-0.17% 4/19/2017 -0.29% -0.46%

0.19% 3/22/2017 -1.24% -1.05%

0.50% 2/15/2017 0.40% 0.90%

0.18% 1/18/2017 -0.30% -0.12%

-0.81% 12/14/2016 0.65% -0.16%

-0.16% 11/16/2016 0.75% 0.59%

0.22% 10/19/2016 0.62% 0.84%

1.09% 9/21/2016 0.03% 1.12%

0.19% 8/17/2016 -0.55% -0.36%

0.43% 7/20/2016 -0.14% 0.29%

-0.18% 6/15/2016 -0.18% -0.36%

0.02% 5/18/2016 -0.94% -0.92%

0.08% 4/20/2016 0.31% 0.39%

0.56% 3/16/2016 -0.18% 0.38%

1.65% 2/17/2016 1.65% 3.30%

-1.17% 1/20/2016 0.05% -1.12%

1.45% 12/16/2015 1.06% 2.51%

1.62% 11/18/2015 -0.13% 1.49%

-0.58% 10/21/2015 -0.14% -0.72%

0.87% 9/16/2015 1.28% 2.15%

-0.83% 8/19/2015 -0.26% -1.09%

-0.24% 7/22/2015 -0.43% -0.67%

0.20% 6/17/2015 0.57% 0.77%

-0.09% 5/20/2015 -0.06% -0.15%

0.51% 4/15/2015 0.16% 0.67%

1.22% 3/18/2015 -0.33% 0.89%

-0.03% 2/18/2015 0.16% 0.13%

0.47% 1/21/2015 0.15% 0.62%

2.04% 12/17/2014 -0.85% 1.19%

-0.15% 11/19/2014 0.51% 0.36%

-0.73% 10/22/2014 1.96% 1.23%

0.13% 9/17/2014 0.75% 0.88%

0.25% 8/20/2014 0.50% 0.75%

0.41% 7/16/2014 -0.19% 0.22%

0.77% 6/18/2014 0.22% 0.99%

0.85% 5/21/2014 -0.65% 0.20%

1.08% 4/16/2014 0.68% 1.76%

0.75% 3/18/2014 0.96% 1.71%

-0.65% 2/19/2014 0.12% -0.53%

0.05% 1/22/2014 0.28% 0.33%

1.68% 12/18/2013 -0.31% 1.37%

-0.33% 11/20/2013 -0.20% -0.53%

1.35% 10/16/2013 -0.71% 0.64%

1.23% 9/18/2013 0.42% 1.65%

-0.60% 8/21/2013 0.38% -0.22%
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This is merely one tool to use in evaluating whether a long or short volatility position may have option expiration and seasonal 

headwinds or tailwinds. It needs to be said however, that political, economic, or market dynamics can easily nullify any cycle trends. 

Just as the November-May stock market tends to go up due to seasonal factors, that trend can easily be completely irrelevant 

depending on the larger forces. 

VVIX – The implied volatility of VIX options: 
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ADDITIONAL TOPICS 

In this newsletter, we will cover a number of additional topics not described in this edition. Among them will be exchange-traded 

product spotlights, volatility trade basics, and numerous volatility metrics and ratios. We will also explore volatility pricing in 

different products, implied, historical, and how to take advantage of different pricing across the term structure – the volatility prices 

across different time frames. If a volatility topic interests you and feel it should be covered, send me a note. 

 


